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Introduction

The aezospace community is anticipating the construction

of some very large structural assemblies in s pace in the

future.	 Examples of these may include panels of solar cells

hundreds of meters long, or in the case of a satellite solar
Y

power system, several !e„ilometers long, and microwave antennas

hundreds of meters in diameter.	 For reasons of economy, the

mass of these structures will have to be held to a minimum,

and thus tiey will have little inherent structural. rigidity.

It is expected that active control will be required to hold

the figure of these assemblies and damp structural vibrations

in addition to the usual requirements for attitude control and

station keeping.

In order that the control s ystem can adequately damp the

many vibrational modes of such a large structure, and control

its figure to a tolerance which will be very demanding in the

case of an antenna, many sensors and actuators will be re-

quired—probably hundreds of them in some cases.	 The system

designer will likely have considerable freedom of choice as

to the number of these components to specify and where to

place them on the structure.	 For example, rate gyro sensors

4	 f and control moment gyros could be located almost anywhere on
y^	 <

w a truss-like structure.	 With so many components to place and

so many possible locations to choose from, the designer will

need help in resolving these questions of component numbe-r

and placement.
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This report presents a methodolo gy intended to serve

this purpose. This anoroach is intended to be useful in

the early stages of system design--before a control system

has been designed in detail. The usual control system de-

sign problem is to decide how the actuator commands are to

be related to the sensor outputs. But this process presumes

a set of sensors and actuators to be given. We address here

a step which must precede this process--which is to decide,

at least tentatively, how many sensors and actuators to in-

corporate in the system and where to locate them. After a

proposed control system has been designed, it must, of course,

be evaluated in careful detail to see if it will meet the

mission requirements. That evaluation may shed additional

light on the adequacy of the set of components incorporated

in the design.

one factor which must be accounted for, both in the early

assessment of component number and location and in the later

evaluation of a specific system configuration, is the likeli-

hood of some failures among the sensors and actuators. With

the large number of components involved and the long interval

desired between visits for maintenance and resupply, it would

be totally unrealistic to design the control system under the

i^
assumption that all components will function pro perly over

that interval. For example, if the interval between maintenance

visits is three years and the control system utilizes a total

of 400 sensors and actuators —each with an exponential distribu-

3
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tion of time to failure with a mean time to failure of

100,O^Q hours (optimistic b y to-lay's standards)--the

probability that none of these components will fail in

this interval is about 2x10
-46

, which indicates with es-

sential certainty that one or more failures will occur.

In fact, the expected number of component failures in

the interval under these conditions is 521

This paper utilizes a method developed in a previous

report Ill to compute the Degree of Controllabilit y and De-

gree of Observability of a system for a given set (number

and location) of actuators and sensors. These measures of

controllability and observabi__1_i tv are quite different from

the usual indications of linear system controllablity and

observability which are just yes-no indicators; these

measures are quantitative indicators of how well the system

can be controlled and observed with given sets of actuators

and sensors.

The issue of component unreliability is introduced by

computing an average expected Degree of Controllability and

Observability for the system over its operating lifetime

accounting for the likelihood of various combinations of

j	 component failures. These measures are independent of how

failure detection and identification might be implemented

in the system, or how the control system might be reconfigured
i

following a failure. They .reflect instead the basic capabil-

ity of the actuator set to control the system state, and the

-3-
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capability  of the sensor set to observe it, in the context

of the failures which will probably occur.

One can then optimize actuator and sensor performance

for a given number of components by compu ,.,„ing these average

measures for every allowable set of l9cations. In most

`	 cases, the optimal component configuration when unreliabil-

ity is considered will be the same as that for 100% operation,

but an example is provided in which this is not the case.

One can also vary the number of components in the system to

strike a balance between the marginal cost of adding actuators

and sensors and the resulting improvement in controllability

and observability measures. This will provide the designer

with a meaningful basis for choice of number and location of

control system sensors and actuators.

REVIEW OF CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY

The Degree of Controllability developed in (1] is based

upon minimiv:..ag the amount of control energy

f

T

E = 
	

uTRudt	 (1)

0
that is used in bringing a linear system from some initial

perturbed state x(0) to the origin in a given time T. Ther	 —

result of this minimization is an ellipsoidal surface in

state space which bounds the initial states which can be re-

turned to the origin with constrained time and control energy.

The interior of the space bounded by this surface
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is denoted the "recovery region," and Vo is found by solving

the differential equation

V = AV + V.AT - BR-1 BT
(3)

V (T,) = 0

for V at t = 0,

The Degree of Controllability is then defined as a

linear measure of the weighted volume of the recovery region

in scaled state space

l

	

VS
V	 n

	

DC = tVS + v 
(v^ - Vs)]	 (4)E

VE = R
i

n_

	

VS	 i	
) 2

min

where n is the dimension of the state space and v i are the

eigenvalues of DV0D. The scaling matrice% D and R are de-

fined as

	

D diag ( x 1 )	 xi minimum initial value of xi

	

lmin	 to be dtiven to zero

r.
R = diag (m)	 ri - reflects relative costs of

different actuators

m number of actuators
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The ,eyree •of Obsez rabilit_. r is based upon the use of

the Kalman Filter to derive the maxi.^.mu.m amount of info_^a-

tion about the system state in time T starting with zero

information. Since the Degree of Observability is to be a

property of the system and not the environment in which it

operates, the state driving nose is excluded and the in-

formation matrix at time T is found by solving

J = -JA - A T J + CTN-1C
(5)

J(0) = 4

where C is the measurement matrix and N is the sensor noise

intens
i
ty matrix:

The amount of .information gained about the system states

in time T is reflected by the size of J(T).. One measurement

which indicates matrix size is the volume contained within

the surface

	

v_T JT-1 v_ = 1
	

(6)

But the variables are scaled .first to reflect the relative

importance ,of errors in the different state variables:

w = ;Fv_	 (7)

where	 F = diag (ei )	 ei	 = maximum tolerable error

	

max	 max
in estimate of xi

The Degree of Observability is defined with respect to

this volume in the space of equally important errors (w) 	 p

just as the Deg^^>e of Controllability was defined for the volume
r:a:
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of the recovery region in the space of eouall y i^inortant

c--ntrol characteristics;

1

DO = [VS + v
S (VE - VS ) ] n
E

V 
n

V5	 i	
) 'T

min

where v i are the eigenvalues of FJTF. Reference [1] gives

analytic solutions for V  and J  in the case of LSS dynamics.

MEASURES WHICH REFLECT COMPONENT FAILURES

Because of the realistic possibility of components fail-

ing during the operating lifetime of the system, one would

like the Degree of Controllability (and Observability) to be

averaged in some way over the set of component failure com-

binations which the system may experience. To this end, let

f be an indicator of the state of failures of the components,

and let the vector Q represent their locations. Then for a

given set of operating actuators, one can compute the Degree

of Controllability, DC (Q,f) 0 using the method previously des-

cribed.

{

	

	 The component locations indicated by Q are deterministic;

they will subsequently be adjusted to optimize the Degree of
F'

Controllaril.ity. But f is a random variable with a time-

dependent probability distribution. Thus DC (2,f) is also a

-7-
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random vari able with a time-de;:endent probability di stribu-

Lion defined by the dist=ribution oA f. ''o de x ine a meanina-

ful deterministic performance measure, one would logically

use the expected value o* DC(R,f) with the expectation taken

over the distribution of f, the failure state for the system

components. This yields a performance measure which depends

on time, t. It represents a measure of the expected perform-

ance of , the system at time t in view of the probabilities of

the various failure states at that time.

But this control system is required to operate over a

certain period 
TM 

which might represent the time between

maintenance visits. Rather than optimize the degree of con-

trollability at any one time, such as the end of that period,

it would seem more meaningful to optimize the average degree

of controllability over the whole period. in this average,

the performance resulting from faillare states which are likely

over longer periods would be weighted more heavily than those

likely to exist over shorter periods. And a probability-

weighted measure of performance over the whole operating period

is obtained rather than just a measure of performance at one

time.

The average of the expected Degree of Controllability

over the mission period 
TM 

is taken as the final measure:

fTm

`ZCAVE () = T 
	

DC (2,f) dt	 (9)
m o

1^
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But the exs, acted DC is simply a ivieighted swi over the if-

fewen states,t failure sates,

DC(Zjf)	 DC(2,fi) P i (t)	 (10)
i	 .

where Pi (t) is the probability of failure state fi at time t.

The final measure can be expressed as

T 

DCAVE M _ E DC (,Z, fi) T	 Pi (t) dt	 (11)
i	 m o

and depends on T  and the component failure statistics as

well as the locations. The modified Degree of Observability

is computed in the same way.

To illustrate the calculation of the average probabilities

for the failure states, take the usual assumptions of inde-

pendence of component failures and the exponential distribution

of time to failure for each component. Then for the jth

component, the probability that it is working at time t is

	

P ( j th component working at t)	 e -Xj t
	

(12)

where 
X  

is the failure rate for this component, the reciprocal

of its mean time to failure. Let the ith failure state be

characterized by two sets of indices, J^ and JF,, with all

components having indices j in the set J  working and all com-

ponents having indices j in the set J r failed. Mote that the

index of each component in the system must be contained in one

or the other of J  or J., but not both. Then the probability
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P i

 (t) M	 n	 e	 H	 (1 - e	 )	 (13)

	

j eJW 	7 CJ 

With the definition

	

• XW = E	 Aj	 (14)

j eiW

this can be written as

	

-1Wt	 - X , t
P i (t)	 a	 IC	 (1 - e ^ )	 (l5)

D ejF

The average, over the mission period TM , of this probability--

as is required for the calculation of the Degree of Controlla-

bility or the Degree of Observability given in Eq. (11)--can

be expressed as

TM	 NF

1 r P i (t) dt = E (-1) k sum (k)	 (16)

TM 0	 k=0

where

NF
( k)e(^ +	 )T

	

W k	 M
Sum(k)	

1	 1 - e	 (17)

Z=1 (XW 
+

^k X^)TM

NF _	 D1F !

( k )	 k! (NF-k)!

j:

1
{
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^, = the number of elements in J^ (t;:e nu.^;^e of

Q

k	J 	
for each R, the sum of a different combination

of k a j with j eJ,,

The first term in the sum of Eq. (16) requires interpretation

in the case of no working components. in the usual case with

some components working, A, given by Eq. (14) is greater

than zero and

- A T
Sum(0) = ^ T (1 - e W M)	 A  > 0	 (18)

If there are no working components, define XW = 0, and

	

Sum.(0) = 1.	 '

These expressions can be simplified in the special case

of all component failu;^e rates equal. Call the number of

working components NW and the number of failed components NF

as before. Then if all Ni = 1,

1

f

TMNFk( F-(NW+k) XTM

T 	Pi (t dt	 Z (N + k) JET l - e	 (i^)
M 0
	 k=0 t9	 M

As before, if NW = 0 1 the term corresponding to k = 0 is 1.

t
1

r

n

w	 U
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;► irg a computab l e measure o f pow well the s tr—c taro

can be controlled (observed) with any given set of actuators

(sensors), with the , expected effect of component failures

throughout the mission reflected in the measure, one can then

seek to optimize the choice of component locations, for a

given number, so as to maximize the performance measure.

This task may be computationally burdensome when dealing

with a large number of components but it is conceptually

straightforward.

A constraint which will likely apply in most applications

is that component placement will be restricted to a discrete

set of permissible locations. Structural considerations, for

example, may require that control moment gyros be mounted only

at the joints of a truss structure. If this is true of all

the comp,n4ents, then the placement optimization problem is in

the nature of an integer programming problem. Man y algorithms

have been described in the literature for solving integer pro-

gramming problems; nothing has been added to that art in this

work. The examples which follow are intended only to illustrate

the nature of this step. They were restricted to a small number

of components and optimization was accomplished by global

search--may testing all admissible combinations of component
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Havina the +J*J'timu.m. set o oomonent loci Lions and the

corresponding maximum Degree of Controllability (Observabil-

ity) for a given number of components, one can compute this

maximum performance measure for several choices of component

number. The choice of how many actuators and sensors to use

in the system cannot be resolved as an optimization problem

unless additional factors are incorp r',^:ated in the criterion.

The Degree of Controllability pr Observability will always

improve with additional components if the best locations are

used in each case.

However, it should be informative to observe the trend

of the performance measure with number of components. Some

locations are more advantageous than others--such as the

placement of torque actuators near the nodes of important

modes. With the realistic restriction that only one compo-

nent can be placed at any one of the allowable locations,

one should expect to see diminishing returns in performance

with increasing number as the more favorable locations are

occupied. This information should be helpful to the designer

in making the trade-off between improved performance and in-

creased cost, power required, etc.

APPLICATION TO BEAM

To illustrate the methodology defined above, actuator

placement and number were considered for the case of a

r

r:
^r

„
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free-free beam. The beam was modeled as in Reference (11

with ti.e states representir.vr tha modal amplitudes and rates of

the first three flex modes; force actuators were used for con-

trol (control period was 10 sec). In all trials the amplitude

rate states were scaled by the factor 1/wi relative to the

amplitude states where wi is the corresponding modal frequency.

The actuators were assumed equally efficient (Ro = I), but the

elements were scaled by (1/no. of actuators) to reflect satura-

tion of the controllers. This scaling was chosen to produce

a result which is proportional to the number of actuators of

equal effectiveness. For example, two actuators at the same

location have a degree of controllability twice that of a single

actuator at that position.

The effect of actuator location on the Degree of Controlla-

bility of a three-mode representation of a uniform free-free

beam is shown in Fig. 1. This figure is a plot of DC as a

function of the location of a single force actuator along the

length of the beam. As an aid to interpretation of these re-

sults, the mode shapes for the three simulated modes are given

in Fig. 2. No failures are considered. As one would expect,

D EC is zero at each node of the three modes because, with just
b 

one actuator, one mode is uncontrollable in those cases--anda 

the uncontrollability of any mode is reflected in a zero DC.

The Degree of Controllability rises to intermediate peaks be-

tween the nodal points and has its maximum at the ends of the

....... ...

i
i
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beam :where the :.nodal deflections of all  three :Nodes are

greatest. For this s ,., stemi then, it is clear that the en^

of the beam is the optimum location of one actuator no
Y

matter how many are used.

Optimum actuator locations for this system were found

for 1 1 2 1 3 and 4 actuators with and without component

failures considered. One might expect it will usually be

true that the best places to locate control system componen'^,s

•	 are the same with and without consideration of possible com-

nonent failures. But as this example illustrates, this is not

always so. Permissible actuator locations were restricted

to the 11 discrete locations indicated iii Fig. 2: Only ha lf

the beam was searched for favorable locations because of the

symmetry of all the modes. The component mean time to

failure was taken equal to the mission time, so the probabil-

ity that any one actuator fails before the end of the mission

is 0.63, and the average probability of any one actuator failure

over the mission period is 0.37. All calculations were performed

with a computer program given in [1].

The detailed results are given in Table 1. For a single

actuator, the optimal location with and without consideration

of failures is in position 1 at the end of the beam /As was

anticipated above. For the case of two actuators, positions

I1 and Ill (end and center) are best for no failures and

positions I1 and L5 are optimal when failures are considered.
l

r

a

1

w	 "
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TABLE 1. OFTI.MAL DC'S AND LOCAT^OMS FOR 'VARYING
ACTUATOR. 'IL."WR

'Location	 Degree of Controllability
'o. Actuators i	 ''

No Fail	 Fail	 No Fail	 Fail

"	 1	 1	 1	 .1609	 .1017

2	 1111	 511	 .2791	 .1657

3	 5,11.,1	 10 1 5,1	 .3856	 .2305

4	 615,11,1 6 1 11,5,1	 .4879	 .2980

'Location number refers to test position f rzm the end of the
beam (actuators were restricted to one side of beam only)

The reason for this difference can be seen by examining Fig.

1 which illustrates degree of controllability vs actuator

position for a single actuator along the three-mode beam.

The DC at the center of the beam (#11) is zero because that is

the location of a node of the second mode. However, the center

is also an anti pode of the first and third modes (see Fig. 21%1

so that as long as some control is maintained over the second

mode by another actuator, the center is an excellent location

for a secondary actuator. Thus 11 and 1 are optimal locations

for two actuators and 5, 11, 1 are optimal for three. But once

the possibility of an actuator failure is introduced, the penalty

'F
"

	

	 of losing an actuator at 1 or 5 and being left with only the

one at 11, which leaves the second mode uncontrollable, weighs

heavily into the average DC shifting the optimal location from

11 away from the center.
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A gore extensive parametric study on actuator location

was conducted using a t'e.-o —mode simulation. in t:-.is example,

the effect of state weighting on optimum actuator locations

was explored: The degree of controllability vs actuator posi-

tion for one variable and one fixed actuator is shown in Figs.

3 and 4 for two cases. The fixed actuator is at the end of

the beam since that is always an optimal position for one

actuator. In the failure case, the mission period was chosen

to be the mean time to failure fov a single actuator.

In Fig. 3, the amplitudes of! both the first and second

modes were weighted equally, and the optimal actuator loca-

tions for both cases were #1 and V. Note that position 7 is

near the antinode of mode 2 (see Fig. 2). If mode 2 is made

less important to control than mode 1, by decreasing x3min

in the definition of the scaling matrix D, then the desirabil-

ity of having the second actuator at the antinode of mode 2

is diminished. Figure 4 shows the results when the minimuf^t

desired controllable excursion of mode 2 is 2/3 that of mode

1. In this case, if no possibility of component failures is

considered, the optimum actuator locations are still #1 and

#7, but with failures considered the optimum locations have

switched to #1 and #2 way from the antinode of mode 2. With

the second actuator at position #2, the loss of DC due to the

possible failure of the actuator at the end is less severe.

if the importance of controlling mode 2 is decreased further,
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eventually the onti:ium locations sleitch to :il and i2 in the

na'c- fa ilure case as x,:e? l

Some detailed results of this study are given in Table TI.

Decreasing the importance of controlling mode 2 results in in-

creased values of the third and fourth diagonal elements of D

according to the structure of D given below Ea. (4). in each

case, scaling of the rate variables by 1/w i relative to the

corresponding amplitude variable was retained,

TABLE II, DC AND OPTIMAL LOCATIONS FOR VARYING STATE
WEIGHTING FACTORS

(Ontimal	 ;Degree of
Location	 Controllability

D(1,1) D(2 1 2) D(),3) D(4,4) No-fail Fail i Pos.#1, 7 	Pos.#1,2
i

1	 .0882	 1	 .0316	 1,7	
1	

.5546	 .5456

1,7	 .3447	 3418

l	 .0882	 1-.2	 .0379	 1,7	 .6583	 .6502

+	 112	 .4064	 .4073

i
1	 .0882	 1.6	 .0506	 1,7	 .8534	 .8529

i

4

1,2	 .5194	 .5343

1	 .0882	 2.0	 .0632	 1,2	 1.022	 1.040

1,2	 .6142	 .6515

It can be seen from this table that for mode 1 weighting

relative to mode 2 in the range 1.2 to 1.6, the optimum a,ctua-

'	 tor. locations are different when failures are acknowledged
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than without consideration of failures.

Final ly, the effect of the number of actuators on th e

Degree of Controllability of the three-:node representation

of the beam is shown in Fig. 5 both with and without failures

considered. This is a plot of DC data appearing in Table 1;

each value is the Degree of Controllability resulting from

optimal placement of the corresponding number of actuators.

Bath curves are seen to be essentially linear over the range

of actuator number shown. The reason for this is clear

when one notes the DC as a function of the location of a

single actuator shown in Fig, 1; after locating the first

actuator in position #1 1 there, acre several possible positions

for the next few actuators which have almost equal effective-

ness. If the curve were to be extended to larger numbers of

actuators, it would show the expected diminishing returns as

the more favorable positions become occupied.

CONCLUSIONS

A methodology has been presented which is intended to

assist the designer of a control system for a large space

structure to decide how many sensors and actuators should

be incorporated in the system and where they should be placed

on the structure. This approach is intended to be especially

useful in the early stages of the evolution of the system,

before a complete control system concept has been defined.

•
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This methodology usos r..ua titative measures of the control-

l.abilitv and observabilit y o t'.6e s,'stam for .?iven sets cf

actuators and sensors which were develo ped in a previous

report. In this work, the effect of possible component

failures dulring the mission period was incorporated in the

measures. The question of actuator and sensor placement

is then resolved by finding the locations which maximize

these performance measures. The number of components to use

cannot be determined by optimizing these measures because

the controllability and observability always improves with

in,reased number of components if they are optimally located.

However, the improvement in these measures with component

number can be determined, and this information can be used

along with data on cost; power required, etc. to decide how

many components to use.

These procedures were illustrated for the case of con-

trol of a uniform free-free beam. Optimal actuator locations

were found and the variation of maximum Degree of Controlla-

bility with number of actuators was determined for up to 4

actuators. Cases were shown in which the recognition of pos-

sible actuator failures resulted in significantly different
i

optimum actuator locations than without consideration of
A

failures. The results are intuitively clear when dealing with

a simple beam, but it is hoped that this methodology will be

useful in more realistically complicated design situations by

providing a rational quantitative basis for addressing the aues-

tions of control system actuator and sensor number and placement.

tc
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